
Yatma Diallo,  

born in Senegal, has lived in Italy for over twenty years. His 

first dance experiences in Dakar, belong to the world of 

salsa and hip hop, disciplines that he continued to cultivate 

for many years in Europe as well.  

In tango, after the first study experiences in Europe with 
Monica  

Maria Fumagalli, current partner, with Susana Miller, Ana 

Schapira, Jorge Firpo and many others, he spent a period 

in Buenos Aires to deepen his studies, reaching, in a few years, 

interesting 

professional awards.  

In 2019 he distinguished himself at the Milan Metropolitan Championships (Lombard 

selection for the World Cup) as the only dancer competing to get on the podium in all 

dance categories: tango, vals and milonga. In 2021 he was second in the Italian 

Metropolitan Championship, category: International Milonga. Semifinalist in tango at 

Buonenos Aires Mundial 2021 

In 2013 he obtained the CONI diploma of couple dance teacher. 

Together with Monica Maria, he carries out an intense didactic activity with a permanent 

school in Milan, workshops in different towns of Italy, Europe, USA and Africa, trips in 

collaboration with Horca Myseria with which they created the "Vela y Tango" project, 

events and holidays for sailing and dancing tango in the harbors.   

Since 2014 he has been president of the ASD "Mundo Milonguero". 

As a TDJ with the name of El Africano Bien milonguero, also with solid professional 

training as a sound engineer, he worked for international events in Italy and 



ITALIA - Florencia Milonguera (dj)

CHICAGO – Chicago mini tango festival  - ( instructor ) 

USA – Cincinnati - ( instructor ) 

USA - nowruz (dj) 

TURKEY - la Barra Milonguera - ( instructor ) 

ITALIA - Calabria encuentro Milonguero (dj) 

Netherlands – Libertango - ( instructor ) 

ITALIA - Calabria (dj) 

SLOVENIA - (dj) juventude 

GREECE - VelayTango - ( instructor ) 

TURKEY - tango nirvana - ( instructor and dj ) 

BELGIUM - (dj) 

USA - Quen City Tango Festival - ( instructor and dj ) 

USA - COLUMBIA tango marathon (dj) 

ITALIA - Calabria encuentro milonguero (dj) 

LETTONIA - encuentro milonguero (dj) 

GUADALOUPE - Festival de tango - ( instructor and dj ) 

ITALIA - Riva del Garda (dj) .

yatmilonguero@gmail.com 
www.yatmadiallo.com 
+39 328 925 5558

http://www.yatmadiallo.com/
http://www.yatmadiallo.com/



